Clinicians use some two million pieces of information to manage every patient. Existing information tools are not adequate for answering the questions that arise: textbooks are out of date, and “the signal to noise” ratio of journals is too low for them to be useful in daily practice. Often clinicians are asking not simply for information but for decision support, guidance, affirmation and feedback. The best information sources provide relevant, valid material that can be accessed quickly and with minimal effort. Access to information tools that are electronic, portable, fast, easy to use is needed, connected to both a valid database of medical knowledge and the patient record and serves the needs of patients as well as health services. Systems need to operate between public and private service locations to be truly effective and safe. Despite the value of information systems many eHealth implementations haven’t met the expectations of clinical staff or delivered the benefits promised. Health organisations don’t define clearly what it is they want, or know how to describe their specifications for new systems and older health workspaces were not built to easily accommodate technology. While clinicians are experts in their own field there is little time to resolve the day to day system issues while getting on with the business of health care. Computer systems that have been developed to help doctors are not yet widely used in Australia however all jurisdictions are working towards this. This presentation will share the plans and problems found in working toward a digital hospital for SCHN.
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